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Abstract

The computer programme for the control room operator support in the primary frequency control
operation of the NPP Dukovany power unit is described. This operational mode has recently been
implemented. Until now, the plant has been exclusively operated in the based-load mode at nominal power.
The stability of the main unit parameters, unit power output and main steam header pressure, is the
characteristic feature for this mode of operation of units with W E R 440 type of reactors. This does no more
hold in the new mode in which these both principal parameters vary in dependancy on the power network
frequency changes. This fact, however, has an important impact on the activities of the control room operators.
Therefore, to help them to adapt themselves easily and without unnecessary stresses to new conditions the
regulatory body when licensing the new mode finally approved its implementation only if computerized
operator support system would be installed in the control room. Such a computer program for the operator
support has been recently developed in EGU Prague and has already been implemented into the unit
information system on all four Dukovany units.

1. Introduction

The decision to connect the Czech power network to the UCTPE together with changes of the power
network operational conditions in last several years led to a demand to engage the NPP Dukovany units in
power network frequency control.

The NPP Dukovany, at present the only NPP in operation in Czech republic, has four units with
reactors of the W E R 440 type and overall power output 4x440 MW. Each unit has two turbo-generators
220 MW. It is operational from 1985.

This nuclear power plant was originally designed as a source for work in base-load operation at the
nominal power and till now it has exclusively been operated in this way.

The engagement of the plant into primary frequency control enlarges, thus, a number of possible
modes of operation of the Dukovany units by a mode which is characterized by the unit power output
changes in dependancy on the power network frequency deviations from its nominal value. From the point of
view of the unit control, the new mode, which will be used on the demand from the power network central
dispatching only, has an important impact on the control room operators' activities.

The base-load operation is characteristic with a stability of the power output and regarding the
adopted strategy of the reactor power control, with a stability of the main steam header pressure. Particularly
constant header pressure is, in this mode, considered a point of operator support. In the new mode, the
parameters change their values in dependency on the frequency changes.

From the point of view of the unit operator the important phenomena are as follows:
- Main steam header pressure variations in dependency on the network frequency changes; steam

header pressure instability is caused in the consequence of the use of the reactor self-regulating
capacity to cover demanded changes of its power output.

- A value of the main steam header pressure change for a given power network frequency deviation
depends on the fuel burn-up; i.e., the magnitude at the BOL differs from that at the EOL.
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- Main steam header pressure variation has its own dynamics; i.e., it is not possible to specify the
pressure directly from the frequency deviation but it is necessary to consider the unit behaviour in
the past.

All these aspects make operators' task very complex and since the unit information and monitoring
system does not provide them with sufficient information that would help them in the unit status estimate and
in the decision making process the implementation of the new mode was finally approved by the regulatory
body only if the information system would be supplemented with a computerized operator support enabling
operators to recognize different possible situations in time.

Such a computerized support, the computer programme for the operator support in the power
network frequency control (PRF), has been developed in EGU Prague in co-operation with the plant
personnel in phases of requirements specification, MMI design (screens design), and final implementation on
the unit computer network and experimental test operation. The main support function of the PRF is based on
a calculation of the corrected main steam header pressure.

After the trend of this calculated parameter the operators can decide whether the cause of the unit
state change is in the frequency variation, or in the condenser vacuum variation, or in the fuel burn-up.

The computer programme PRF has been recently implemented (in August and September 1995) into
the unit computer network on all four Dukovany units and is now in experimental test operation for two
months period on units 2 and 3 and for six months period on unit 4.

The PRF code development has been carried out within a framework of EGU activities under the
CRP contract 7101/RB.

2. Dukovany Power Unit Computer LAN Architecture

According to the requirements specification, the computerized support had to make use of two PC
stations installed in the unit control room and used by the operators of the primary and secondary circuits.
These computers are connected to the unit LAN network. The architecture of the part of the network that is to
be used by the PRF is in Fig. 1.

The module "Process Data Acquisition" ensures data acquisition from the plant technology and the
process system. The data are processed in the main plant calculator. They are, further, transferred by the data
server to the unit LAN network in the following intervals:
- every 2 s values of state signals from the system URAN;
- every 4 s values of analogical signals from the system URAN;
- every 16 s values of state and analogue signals from the system VK3 - HENDUKUS.

Now, the following computer stations are linked to the LAN:
- The supervisor PC stations (not depicted).
- The primary circuit operator PC station.
- The secondary circuit operator PC station.
- Data server.
- Printer server.
- Service computer.

As service computer a notebook can be used (e.g., for testing of a computer programme during
implementation).
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Fig. 1 Unit LAN architecture

3. Description of the PKF Hardware, Software and Principal Structure

3.1 Hardware and software requirements

The following are the minimum hardware and software requirements for the support PRF
implementation.
- Hardware

- IBM compatible PC station: Intel processor 486/133 MHZ or higher, memory: 8 MB
RAM, %540MBHD, 15" colour-layer SVGA display monitor or higher, mouse-type
positioning equipment, 16 bit network card ETHERNET;

- Black and white laser printer;
- Colour ink printer.

Software
Operating system MS-Windows 3.1 or higher;

- Network operating system Novell 3.12 or higher;
- OS Novell network support under MS-Windows;
- Run-time module for National Instrument LabWindows/CVI.
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3.2 PRF Structure

The basic PRFstructure is presented on fig. 1. The support programme is divided into two
modules:

- Data collection module (DATA.DLL).
- Data processing, storage and visualization module.

1. Data collection module DATA.DLL

This module task is to collect current values of analogue and discreet parameters from the unit
LAN network and to validate them.

It is programmed as Dynamically Linked Library (DLL) which is connected to the main
program module at the moment of its start-up. The library has been programmed by means of C1"4"
interpreter with the use of the Novell toolkit "Support for Programming Network Applications under
Operating System MS-Windows".

The selected approach to the data collect by means of DLL makes it possible to get data from
sources other than LAN network by a simple replacement of this library. In the course of the PRF
development, this was applied in two following cases:

a) in testing and validation by means of the unit simulation model; in this case the
DATA.LL module was programmed as DDEclient and the data transition was performed by the
DDE-communication

b) during the operators training in the PRF use. In this case the DATA.LL module
collected data from a data file. This version is also used as demo-version for the support programme
demonstrations.

1
DATA.DLL

DATA INPUT

CALCULATION
VISUALIZATION
DATA STORAGE

PROGRAM PRF

Fig. 2 Support program basic structure
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2. Module for data processing, storage and visualization

This module is the main part of the program. It ensures the following functions:
- Input data verification (e.g., checking of parameters which are subject to limitation);

- Calculations of some internal variables and particularly the calculation of corrected main steam
header pressure;

- Data displaying in graphical and numerical forms ;
- Power unit status checking and annunciation of deviations from expected conditions by means of

buttons;
- Filing of values of selected parameters ;
- Displaying of trend curves of selected variables from the archive;
- Printing on printers.

The module has been programmed by making the use of the National Instruments LabWindows/CVI
/ the off-the-shelve visualization product.

The PRF runs under the OS MS-Windows and makes use of its features, particularly the following:
- printing on the optional output device;
- multitasking.

This enables the operator to work, for example, in text or spreadsheet processor while the PRF runs
on the background. A module ensuring the PRF self actuation in case of need, e.g., a violation of setup
criteria, has, therefore, been built in into the programme. Then, the PRF display format corresponding to the
actual situation will automatically appear on the screen.

4. PRF Services

All information provided by the PRF is presented by the PRF is presented to the operators in five
windows laid out on four display formats. In order to achieve the best possible presentation the design of
windows and display formats were consulted with the plant personnel.

Each display format contains always two windows. One of them at the right-hand wing is common
for all four display formats. Two cub-sets of buttons displayed in this window are serving as annunciators of
events evaluated by the PRF either as faulty or non permitted conditions. Other four windows are dedicated to
displaying of digital values and/or trend curves of selected parameters either measured or calculated. The
following windows have been designed:
- Main Steam Header Pressure
- Turbines
- Primary Circuit
- Turbine-generator Load Controller
- Annunciators.

4.1 "Main Steam Header Pressure" Window

The "Main Steam Header Pressure" is presented in fig. 3. This window is a basic one and appears
always immediately after the program activation. In this window, numerical values and trend curves of the
following parameters are displayed:
- Power network frequency
- Main steam header pressure (measured value)
- Corrected main steam header pressure.
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This calculated parameter is the basic parameter provided by the PKF. It informs the operator what
the value of the steam header pressure would be if the power network frequency deviation from its
nominal value equalled zero. If this parameter is within a preset band (during the test operation, the band
is set up between 4.33 MPa and 4.39 MPa) the operator is informed that the power unit is in a stable
state. The corrected main steam header pressure calculation considers the following factors:

- Momentary power network frequency

- Momentary main steam header pressure value
Main steam header pressure historical trend

- Fuel bum-up.

Providing the operators with this information the PRF gets them rid of the necessity to have in mind
all these factors and, thus, gives them a certain feeling of confidence.

4.2 "Turbines" Window

The window is depicted in fig. 4. Parameters displayed in this window characterize the turbine-
generator behaviour. The following parameters are presented (always for both turbine-generators):

1. Both the digital values and the trend curves are displayed:

- Set-up value of the turbine-generator power output
- Load value at the output from the load limiter in the turbine generator controller

Actual turbine-generator power output.

2. Only digital values are displayed:

- P2 - turbine-generator secondary oil pressure
- P2MEZ -calculated parameter which tells the operator what would be the secondary oil

pressure value in case of demand from the power network for maximum increase
of the turbine-generator power output

- delta N_KF - value at the output of the frequency corrector
delta N - control error at the input of PI controller of the turbine-

generator power output controller

4.3 "Turbine-generator Power Output Controller"

The "Turbine-generator Power Output Controller" window is presented in fig 5. In this window the
simplified structural diagram of the turbine-generator power output controller is displayed as well as digital
values of important input, internal and output variables describing the turbine-generator power output
controller performance; some of them are:
- the turbine-generator power output set-up value;
- the load value at the output of the limiter;
- the control error at the input of the PI controller;
- the position of electro-hydraulic transducer EHP08
- the secondary oil pressure;
- actual turbine-generator power output;
- power network frequency;

pressure in the main condenser;
- main steam header pressure deviation from the set-up value;
- frequency corrector gain;
- frequency corrector limiter.
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Fig. 5 Turbine-generator Power Output Controller
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Fig. 6 Primary Circuit
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4.4 "Primary Circuit" Window

Some parameters describing the current primary circuit conditions together with selected parameters
of the secondary circuit are displayed in the "Primary circuit" window in fig. 6. The following variables are
displayed:

1. Digital values:

- KAM - fuel cycle length expressed in effective days;
- NR - reactor heat power;
- TCS - average coolant temperature;
- dT - coolant warm-up over the core;
- TE1 - coolant temperature at the input to the reactor;
- TEZ - coolart temperature at the output of the reactor;
- regKO - pressurizer control level;
- tlakKO - pressurizer pressure;
- pHPK - main steam header pressure;
- hcPG - wide range level in the steam generator 1;
- hsPG - narrow range level in the steam generator 1;
- URVPG - opening of the feed water valve of the steam generator 1;
- reimARM - reactor power controller mode of operation;
- p v ARM - main steam header pressure value noted in the reactor power controller

memory.

2. Trend curves:

- reactor heat and neutron power;
- pressurizer pressure.

4.5 "Annunciators" Window

This window is presented in all display formats. It assembles buttons serving as annunciators which
when activated call for operators' attention because of violation of specified criteria.

Buttons are divided into two fields. In the upper field, there is a set of buttons for events indication in
the turbine-generator power output controller. This field is further subdivided into to columns, each for one
turbine. In the lower field, there are buttons annunciating a violation of limits by specified unit parameters.

Each button covers specific limit and suggests the operator the necessary measures.

1. Turbine-generator power output controller annunciators:

- KF - frequency corrector is not connected or its malfunction;
- ORZ - fault in the turbine-generator power controller, or the corrector "+" intervention, or

vacuum corrector intervention;
- dN - signal to PI controller of the turbine-generator power controller does not

correspond to the expected value: the turbine-generator power controller
malfunction or corrector "-" intervention;

- N - turbine-generator has achieved demanded power output;
- EHPJVI - extreme position of electro-hydraulic transducer has been achieved;
- RV_M - limit opening of turbine^merator control valves has been achieved;
- RV_R - no sufficient reserve for efficient opening of T-G control valves in case of the

power network demand to increase the power output;
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f N - turbine-generator power output controller is not in the power control mode;
Ch-dp - turbine generator power output controller failure not caused by a pressure

deviation;
Ch+dp - turbine generator power output controller failure caused by a pressure deviation;

- On/off - switch-on/switch-off of buttons; switching-offis necessary if only one turbine is in
operation or the unit is not in frequency control operation.

2. Unit annunciators:

PHPK_VYP a calculated value of the corrected pressure is out of a specified band because
of condenser vacuum value change, or the fuel burn-up, or xenon poisoning;

- ARM_S reactor power controller ARM is not in "S" mode of operation;
ARM_pHPK steam header pressure value noted in the reactor power controller is out of

scope;
PHPK steam header pressure has reached the value at which the pressure corrector

intervenes;
- pKO pressurizer pressure is out of setup limits.

5. PRF Testing and Validation

A great attention was paid to the testing and validation of the PRF functions. This was performed in
three stages.

In the first stage, the PRF was confronted with the data collected in the course of the Dukovany tests
objective of which was to verify the unit response to simulated frequency errors. These data correspond to the
unit normal operating conditions. They were used mainly to validation of the calculated corrected steam
header pressure.

The second stage was very important. In this stage the PRF was tested in conditions of great
disturbances and abnormal unit operating conditions. As input data, the data from the power unit simulation
model were used. This simulation model, developed in EGU Prague, is currently used for unit transient
analyses. During these tests, great and fast primary frequency deviations were modelled as well as conditions
with failures of the unit technological equipment and failures in the control system.

Before these tests the necessary completion of the simulation model had to be done to adapt it to new
conditions with a variable primary frequency. The following upgrading have been introduced:

- The turbine model has been completed with a part modelling turbine speed oil regulation. This controller
transforms primary frequency deviations from nominal value to the primary oil pressure changes.
Mo the primary circuit model, in its part modelling the primary coolant pumps, the dependency of
primary coolant flow in individual loops on the primary frequency has been introduced.

- The turbine-generator power output controller has been completed with a frequency corrector. This
corrector changes the demanded value of the turbine power in a band of ±3% of the nominal power in
dependency on the primary frequency error.

- The turbine condenser model has been completed by a part respecting the cooling water temperature
changes. This temperature has an influence on the condenser vacuum quality which, on its turn, has an
influence on the turbine efficiency.

- All changes carried out on the unit technology equipment and in the control system in connection with
the primary frequency control implementation have been respected (e.g., replacement of the steam-
generator feedwater valves and steam dump to condenser valves, changes in the set-up of the turbine-
generator power output controller and the reactor power controller).
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Fig. 7 Testing assembly PRF - NPP Dukovany Model

The connection of the PRF with the simulation model can be seen from fig.7. The testing assembly
involves two PC stations coupled by means of ETHERNET network. On one station, the simulation model
of the power unit ran under the simulation code WinModex. This code represented the DDE-server. On the
other station, the PRF ran with its data module carried out as DDE-client. By means of the DDE-
communication the real time date transition between the simulation model and the PRF was realized.
Application of the simulation model made it possible to test the PRF under the failure conditions which if
imitated on actual equipment would be expensive and would have an impact on the equipment life
expectancy.

The last stage of testing was carried out during the PRF installation on the unit network. On this
occasion, all PRF input signals were verified and constants tuned up.

6. PRF Implementation

The PRF implementation on the Dukovany units 2, 3 and 4 took place in August 95. Since the unit
4 was under the operation in the EOL conditions, and only one turbine was under the operation on the unit 3
the PRF responses to non-standard conditions could be verified. The installation of the PRF on the unit 1, re-
started after planned outage, was carried out in September 95.

Now, the Dukovany NPP units are in test operation in the primary frequency control mode. PRFs
are in operation, as well. The test operation of units 2 and 3 will last two months. Six montihs test operation
(the regulatory body demand) is supposed for the unit 1.

7. Operators Training

In order to ensure adequate operators training a programme of training has been prepared and a
guide with all necessary information about the PRF functions and PRF command has been elaborated. To
demonstrate the PRF operation a demo-version has been worked out. On-site off-line training of the operators
was carried out by the developer.

S. Summary

The PRF is on the test operation on all Dukovany units which are in operation now. This test
operation should verify the PRF usefulness and its capability to support the operator in the primary frequency
control of the Dukovany units.
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First results and gained experience with the test operation already show that despite the undoubted
contribution to the unit process control, some modifications of display formats will be inevitable.
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